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kol shalom
for members
and friends 
of Mishkan Shalom

April 2015 - Nisan/Iyar 5775

Mishkan members, friends and guests are invited to 
participate – and to support Mishkan Shalom – in two 
ways: by attending, and by sharing 
their messages in a unique 
Tribute Book. 

Purchase tickets to the 
evening’s dinner and 
program at $120-a-person. Or 
$72 for the dinner only, $54 for 
the tribute program only. 

Share your wishes for 
Rabbi Yael in a distinctive 
tribute book that reflects 
her work: The advertising section will consist of Rabbi 
Yael’s translations of Psalm verses, with your tributes.  
Rabbi Yael has been sharing her brilliant translations 
of the Psalms for many years: in classes, in her guide 
to Counting the Omer and in her daily blog posts on 
the A Way In page, as well as on donor recognitions 
throughout the Mishkan Shalom building. 

All proceeds from this event benefit the work of 
Mishkan Shalom.  Mishkan Shalom has generously agreed 
to donate a portion of the proceeds to A Way In Jewish 
Mindfulness organization. 

Rabbi Yael’s story is uniquely a Mishkan story, covering 
the last two decades of the synagogue’s 26-year 
history.  She came to Mishkan as a student from the 
Reconstructionist Rabbinical College in 1994-1995. 
Two years later she filled in for Rabbi Brian during his 
Sabbatical in Israel. She has continued on staff in a part-
time but indispensible role ever since. 

In those two decades, Rabbi Yael has been an important 
part of Mishkan members’ lives: at services, classes and 
life cycle events. She’s been the Rockin’ Rebbe at Purim 
shpiel time. She has created and directed A Way In, the 
trail-blazing Jewish Mindfulness organization. And she 
has shared with us spiritual lessons drawn from her 
frequent trips to the awe-inspiring desert climes of the 
Southwest. 

In 2014, Rabbi Yael was honored by the Jewish Forward 
as one of America’s Most Inspiring Rabbis. We at 
Mishkan have known it all along.

Rabbi Yael Levy—
20 Years of Service Celebration!

Saturday, May 2, 5:30 p.m.

By Ron Goldwyn

It’s Tribute Time – and Party Time – to celebrate Rabbi Yael 
Levy’s 20 years of inspiring service at Mishkan Shalom. And 
you’re invited!

“Celebrating Rabbi Yael Levy: Counting Our Blessings” will fill 
Mishkan Shalom with love, laughter, spirituality – and dancing 
-- on Saturday, May 2, beginning with a festive dinner in the social 
hall at 5:30 p.m.  A tribute program follows in the Sanctuary, then 
back to the social hall for dessert and dancing to the klezmer-
jazz-rock stylings of Mishkan favorite Ken Ulansey Ensemble.

With Rabbi Shawn Zevit presiding, the program will feature 
special guests Rabbi Sheila Peltz Weinberg and Rabbi Brian Walt, 
Rabbi Yael’s teachers and mentors. 

Rabbi Weinberg is a poet, educator, nationally-recognized pioneer 
in Jewish Mindfulness, co-founder of the Institute for Jewish 
Spirituality and Rabbi Yael’s teacher/inspiration for Jewish 
Mindfulness practice. Rabbi Walt, Mishkan’s Founding 
Rabbi/Rabbi Emeritus, is a human rights activist who 
will be honored in May with as the Founding Executive 
Director of Rabbis for Human Rights-North America 
(now T’ruah).
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Rabbi’s Letter

 

values, to a relationship with the United States 
that rises above partisan politics, to active pursuit 
of a two-state solution, and to a path forward 
characterized by statesmanship and a commitment 
to equality for all of Israel’s citizens.” 

I found some solace and challenge in the words of 
Moriel who was with us at Mishkan Shalom only a 
couple of weeks ago: “Despair is selfish; false. I’ve 
heard attributed to Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel 
the teaching that “despair is the most selfish state 
a person can be in.” When you despair, you think 
primarily in terms of yourself (This is so hard for 
me; I’ve analyzed the situation and I don’t see any 
reason to hope). In doing this, Heschel teaches, 
we render ourselves unable to do what he calls 
God’s work, but what could also be framed in 
secular/humanistic language: Working with and for 
others. I’d also add to Heschel’s teaching one from 
Martin Buber: “At every moment, we are able to 
do something that will change the face of the next 
hour.”  
http://thelefternwall.com/2015/03/18/before-we-
all-sink-into-despair-5-thoughts-on-hope-after-the-
israeli-elections/
 
As we enter fully into this month of Nisan and 
beyond we will have opportunities to dialogue, 
organize, learn and pray, celebrate and wrestle with 
what unfolds in the Middle East and elsewhere, 
while not diverting energy from our own backyard. 
In order to help draw attention to the urgent need 
for a Full, Fair Funding Formula for our schools 
that doesn’t come disproportionately off the backs 
of middle and low-income families, POWER is 
partaking in the Fast for Family Values for 100 days 
between March 23 and June 30. In response to this, 
I suggested to our Mishkan Power team, we choose 
Friday, April 3 from dawn to the Seder to be our 
communal day of supporting this 100-Day initiative. 
April 3 has significance for Jews at this time of year: 
“It is in keeping with a tradition of the “Fast of the 
First-born” the day prior to the First evening of 
Passover and the First Seder. As a firstborn male in 
my family I have observed this in the past. Now I feel 
compelled to do so again, but from an egalitarian 
perspective where any young person or adult who  
         (continued on next page)

April/Nisan-Iyar 2015, 5775 

I was at the last evening of the Reconstructionist 
Rabbinical Association convention in Toronto when 
the news of the outcome of the Israeli election 
filtered in. On one hand the possibility of peace, 
self-determination for Palestinians and economic, 
social, environmental and religious equity and 
justice in Israel seems even more out of reach given 
the outcome of the recent elections in Israel. I 
appreciated the words from our Reconstructionist 
movement’s leadership after the election on March 
23, 2015:
  
“The recent, hotly contested Israeli election and 
its high voter turnout are laudable evidence of the 
vigorous democracy that has characterized the State 
of Israel since its beginning. In a part of the world 
where no other country has managed to sustain a 
full democracy, this is a noteworthy achievement. 
Several events during the election are nonetheless 
matters of great concern… As a new government 
is formed, the Reconstructionist movement calls 
upon its members to join together with like-minded 
Israelis in demanding a return to Israel’s democratic 

http://thelefternwall.com/2015/03/18/before-we-all-sink-into-despair-5-thoughts-on-hope-after-the-israeli-elections/
http://thelefternwall.com/2015/03/18/before-we-all-sink-into-despair-5-thoughts-on-hope-after-the-israeli-elections/
http://thelefternwall.com/2015/03/18/before-we-all-sink-into-despair-5-thoughts-on-hope-after-the-israeli-elections/
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I will be blessed by the presence of my parents, 
sister, and some of my Toronto family coming to 
Philadelphia for the first time for Passover this year. 
I look forward to seeing you at Mishkan Shalom for 
one or many of the services, programs and actions 
in the month ahead. I pray each of you finds new 
meaning, joy and deepened connections with those 
who gather with you for our annual pilgrimage 
out of the narrow places, even as we rekindle our 
commitment to the liberation of all people and the 
planet. 

I will leave you with a prayer I wrote for my own 
family Seder in Toronto a few years ago. 

Gathering the mixed multitudes in my soul
I rummage through my belongings

In preparation for leave-taking
What aspects of myself

Do I need to make the journey
What can I leave behind

To memory in the narrow places

Maybe this year, we will go out together
In broad daylight

Not in the still of the night
In no haste
Soul in Soul

Holding each other in loving compassion
Knowing we will cross together

Finding home at last
In the depth of Divine waters

That part willingly
On the shores of a wilderness

So, let’s not leave in haste this year
But see the blessings that even

The narrow places have offered us
For no place is without You

Freedom is in Your arms
Wherever we may be

On the journey.

Dedicated to the memory of a remarkable and 
beloved young man, Aryeh Stein Azen. You set out 
to change the world dearest Aryeh. We are forever 

changed by your courage and heart.

(continued from previous page)
wishes to join me can also do in keeping 
with the initiative we are part of through POWER 
and our own moral commitment to an economic 
and educational justice in our state and the city of 
Philadelphia, which Is so impoverished educationally 
and especially in areas of race- economically”. 

Some of us may choose to join the April 4 rally in 
downtown Philadelphia that afternoon for social 
and economic justice, being organized by POWER 
and the MLKDare coalition as a follow up to the 
MLKDare march and rally in January. This was chosen 
by the coalition as it is the day Martin Luther King, 
Jr was assassinated. It also presents complications 
for me and many of us being Shabbat and the first 
day of Passover and we have services that morning 
and the second Seder that evening. Each of us will 
choose to honor our tradition and personal customs 
as we see fit in terms of the day, knowing there will 
be many more actions ahead and each observance, 
rally or meaningful family celebration contributes to 
the web of connections we need and that our work 
for justice is a long road ahead.

With Pesah (https://mishkan.org/passover), Yom 
Hashoah and Yom Ha’atzmaut (which we will 
commemorate on Thursday, April 23 in this year of 
SHMITA with a guest speaker from Israel working 
on ecological interfaith cooperation (http://www.
interfaithsustain.com/), and our spring community 
meeting, Sunday morning, April 19, there will be many 
opportunities to connect in ways that connect us to 
our mission as a congregation and to each other and 
the greater community we are part of. 

We are blessed with so many spiritual lights in our 
community to help us find our way to another 
shore of possibility in life. In our own Mishkan 
Shalom we have Rabbi Arthur Waskow, who was 
recently honored by the national Jewish paper, THE 
FORWARD, as one of a handful of inspirational 
rabbis in the United States and our founding Rabbi 
Brian Walt who will be honored by TRUAH: Rabbis 
for Human Rights for his work in fighting for a more 
just world this May, and who will return to Mishkan 
Shalom along with many others to join in honoring 
Rabbi Yael’s twenty years of service and leadership in 
our community, Saturday, May 2. 

by Rabbi Shawn Zevit

https://mishkan.org/passover
http://www.interfaithsustain.com/
http://www.interfaithsustain.com/
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May our hearts know happiness
May our souls know joy.
May our whole being dwell in trust.  Psalm 16:9

Week 4 Netzah: Vision, Eternity, 
Endurance
We call forth our capacity for vision and invite our 
imaginations to flourish: 

I lift my eyes to see beyond where I have been 
and what I have known.

To You, Eternal Presence, I lift my soul.  
Psalm 25:1

Week 5 Hod: Gratitude, Presence
We sit in the present moment and give thanks:

I am grateful.   I open my heart to whatever is.

I give thanks with all my heart.  Psalm 138:1

Week 6 Yesod:  Foundation, Connection
We align ourselves in our connections to each other 
and all the earth:

May my prayers be rooted,
May they rise like incense,
May the offerings of my hands be received as a 
gift.     Psalm 141:2

Week 7 Malchut, Shechina:  Majesty, 
Divine Presence
We open to the sacred that flows through us and all 
the world:

I lift my hands to do mitzvot, I lift my hands to 
love.  Psalm 119:48

May the season of the Omer and spring guide us 
with its wisdom, inspiring the
words of our mouths, the love of our hearts and the 
work of our hands to bring forth healing, goodness, 
understanding, well- being and peace.

With love and blessing,
Rabbi Yael

For more on the 7 week -- 49 day mindfulness 
practice of counting the Omer, including teachings 
and practices for each day go to the A Way In web 
page: https://mishkan.org/awi 
  

Dear Friends,

As we welcome the colors, textures and scents of 
spring we enter the time of the Omer, the 49-day 
period that begins on the second night of Passover 
and culminates on Shavuot.  The practice during the 
Omer is to stand each night and count the coming 
day with the intention of clearing our minds, hearts 
and sprits so we can live in reverent and wise 
relationship with the Mysterious Unfolding of All Life.

Every week and each day of the Omer contain 
spiritual qualities that guide us in 
in cultivating discernment, awareness, openness, 
wisdom and love.

Here is a guide for focusing the attention for each of 
the seven weeks of the Omer journey.

Week 1 Hesed: The Overflow of Love, 
Kindness, Generosity
We begin with love, and set an intention to cultivate 
a generous and expansive heart:

May I see the world with eyes of grace, love and 
compassion.
May I trust that each of us is doing the best we 
can in each moment.

I place hesed before my eyes and walk in the truths 
that unfold.     Psalm 26:3

Week 2 Gevurah: Strength, Judgment, 
Discernment
With awe we look toward the Mysterious Unfolding 
of Life:

May I remember we are all complex, fragile and 
sacred beings.
With strength and humility I stand with all life 
before the One.

We are called to act with righteousness, grounded in 
deep faith.      Psalm 119:138

Week 3 Tiferet:  Beauty, Harmony, 
Balance, Truth
We breathe in the radiance that emanates from the 
heart of the world, and we pray for ourselves and 
each other:

by Rabbi Yael LevyA Way In: Jewish Mindfulness

https://mishkan.org/awi
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Another exciting activity during this month is that 
the Dalet/Hay class will be doing a tile activity with 
Karen Singer that will reflect their studies about 
keeping our environment safe for living things. We 
are very excited that Karen received this funding 
to work with our students. They will be doing this 
project at the end of the month.
In addition to studying about Israel and Passover, the 
Vav class has been studying about the Holocaust. 
In April, during Holocaust Remembrance week, 
the class will present their projects. That should be 
interesting for all the students to hear and see. 

Please feel free to drop in on the second floor of 
the synagogue during April and May to see these 
projects that the students have created in honor of 
Israel or Holocaust learning.

Please enjoy some Purim pictures here also. The 
carnival was very fun and a cooperative effort 
between Mishkan and Or Hadash at Or Hadash.

Have a great beginning of Spring.
Rivka

This month is full of activities. We start with a 
bang on April 1 and we do not fool around about a 
Model Seder. Our youngest students will have done 
a model Seder on the last Sunday of March.  They 
have learned the 4 questions and they did the Seder 
together. The older students take the outline of the 
Seder and make it their own by adding our own 
flavor to the School Hagaddah. The Zayin, Seventh 
grade, class has redesigned the artwork and will lead 
the Seder. Every class from Third grade to Seventh 
will add their own little piece to the Seder to make 
it special. 

After taking a Passover break, the whole school starts 
mini units about Israel. Each class will have a piece to learn 
and then every class will create a project that will go with 
the learning. Come see the projects in May when they 
are complete. Our Dalet/ Hay group, 4th/5th grade, will be 
studying the different religious places that are centered in 
Israel.  They will do a building project in their classroom 
by building models that are like the religious institutions 
for the three main religions, Islam, Christianity and Judaism.  
They will be going to a movie, in addition to their studies, 
at the Franklin Institute and meet with a group of students 
from the Muslim school, Villanova Academy for Honor 
Students. They will have a chance for a discussion about 
how the religions of Islam and Judaism are alike and 
different and our feeling about Israel.   Sam Ozer is helping 
to organize this project and he is also trying to get support 
of Yad B’yad, an organization that promotes discussions 
between Israel and Palestine or at least between its people.

by Rivka JaroshCongregational School
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New and Continuing Springtime 
Adult Ed Programs
By Anddee Hochman

For an in-depth look at crime, punishment and the 
“justice” system, join a four-session class taught by 
Chaplain Phyllis Taylor and co-sponsored with the 
Reconstructionist Rabbinical College. Crime & 
Punishment in the USA Today will meet April 
1, 15, 29 and May 6 from 6:30 p.m. – 9:00 p.m. at 
Mishkan; guest speakers will include a crime victim, a 
corrections officer and a former prisoner. 

And check the Lifelong Learning page of the website 
for a multitude of other springtime offerings, 
including more Pause & Refresh Your Soul 
experiences with Rabbi Shawn and Rabbi Simcha; 
the final session of Rikud! Of Course You Can 
Dance!, a Writing Circle for the Weeks 
of the Omer, the Library Committee’s Panel 
Discussion: God in an Expanding Universe 
[A One Book Mishkan Event] and returning 
favorite Walk the Talk.

If you’re feeling artistic, check out Make It a 
Night; Make It a Tallis on April 21—a three-
hour session in which you’ll design and paint a silk 
tallis of your own! 

Check the Lifelong Learning brochure and Mishkan’s 
website for complete blurbs, instructor bios and 
registration/payment information.

Kol Shalom is published monthly, September through June.
Editor: Eileen Levinson
Layout: Maralin Blistein

Distribution: Maria Paranzino

Contributors include:
Gene Bishop, Harold Gorvine, Ron Goldwyn, Victoria Guentter, Anndee Hochman,

Peter Handler, Rivka Jarosh, Gabrielle Kaplan-Mayer, Eileen Levinson, Yael Levy,  
Maria Paranzino, Sharon Rhode, Stephanie Shell, and Shawn Zevit.

Email articles by the 15th of each month
to levinsone@yahoo.com

Mishkan School Outreach/
Marketing Listening Session

By Gabrielle Kaplan-Mayer

So many of us have become part of Mishkan Shalom 
through our children’s entrance to our dynamic 
school. The Mishkan Shalom Board, education and 
membership committees recognize how important it 
is to get the word out about how we all can help to 
spread the word to more families who are looking 
for a progressive, creative community-minded Jewish 
education for their children—and a synagogue 
community that enriches parents as well. 

To that end, I am working with our lay leaders and 
professional staff on a spring-summer initiative to 
extend our Mishkan school outreach and marketing.

We invite all parents to join us for a 
listening session—on either April 22 at 
6:30 p.m. or April 26 at 11:00 a.m., when 
you share with us about why you are 
members and what Mishkan means to 
your family. 

We will share our ideas about how we can all 
participate in easy, efficient ways to spread the word 
and reach more families.

We are looking at the school as an entry point to 
becoming part of Mishkan’s community and welcome 
any congregant, whether you are a parent of a school 
child (currently) or not to join these sessions. Please 
email me with any questions: Gabrielle@mishkan.
org. I look forward to sharing this time with you!

mailto:levinsone%40yahoo.com?subject=
mailto:Gabrielle@mishkan.org
mailto:Gabrielle@mishkan.org
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Climate Change Exhibition
By Peter Handler

Over the last two months, the Heschel-King Room 
contained a “Climate Art and Action” exhibition 
that most Mishkan members have probably seen.  
The exhibition of my (Peter Handler’s) “Canaries 
in the Coal Mine” sculptural objects and ceramic 
artist Paula Winokur’s ice sculptures and Greenland 
photographs was intended to raise awareness of, 
and spur action in response to, climate change.  As 
a climate activist, as a Mishkan member, and as a 
part of Honoring The Future, which mounted this 
exhibition, my hope is that we succeeded in that 
purpose. 
 
Honoring The Future’s (HTF’s) mission is to harness 
the power of art to educate, empower, and engage 
the public on climate change.  This is our first 
exhibition, and we would value knowing how you 
responded.  Have the exhibits and photos drawn 

you in?  Do you feel more aware of the reality 
or impacts of climate change or more concerned 
about climate change than you were before?  Has 
the exhibition led you or others to consider or 
discuss how to respond to climate change?  Does 
the exhibition, or the ideas it put forward, make you 
want to do something about climate change?  Have 
you done anything differently about climate change 
since viewing the exhibition?  Does your faith or 
concern for the future of your children influence 
your response to climate change?  Do you have ideas 
about how the Mishkan community can continue to 
explore and respond to climate change?
 
We would like to have your feedback, a sense of how 
well we succeeded.  The best way to respond is to 
either enter your comments in the guestbook in the 
alcove on the left side of the Heschel-King Room 
or email me at  handlerstudio@gmail.com.  We also 
invite you to fill out the “Climate Time Capsule” 
entry, copies of which are in the alcove. 

a Reconstructionist vision. Rabbi Rick Jacobs, the 
head of the Union for Reform Judaism, powerfully 
advances our interests when he engages in 
conversation and negotiation with Israeli thought 
leaders on such issues as an egalitarian presence 
at the Western Wall. The platform of ARZA 
(Association of Reform Zionists of America) for 
this upcoming election advances core issues dear to 
most Reconstructionists:
• Women’s rights and gender equality
• Religious equality
• Peace and security in the region

Several Reconstructionists are on the ARZA slate. 
Rabbi Deborah Waxman, president of RRC and 
Jewish Reconstructionist Communities, is a member 
of the ARZA slate, along with David Roberts, board 
chair, and these Reconstructionist leaders: Rabbi 
David Teutsch, Rabbi Sharon Kleinbaum, Rabbi Nina 
Mandel, Rabbi Elliott Tepperman, Rabbi Jessica Lott 
and Jason Bonder (RRC ‘15).

Learn more and vote at www.JewishRecon.org/vote-
ARZA.

Reconstructionist News

By Victoria Guentter

Vote ARZA

Between now and April 30, the American Zionist 
Movement is holding elections to determine 
U.S. Jewish representation to the World Zionist 
Congress, the highest legislative body of the World 
Zionist Organization (WZO). The WZO provides a 
forum for all the world’s Jews to come together and 
deliberate about issues affecting both Diaspora Jews 
and the state of affairs in Israel. These elections are 
the strongest way for progressive American Jews to 
promote and encourage the ideals of justice, equality 
and democracy in Israel itself and help build the kind 
of Jewish state we all know is possible.

The Reconstructionist Movement does not 
currently have an active institutional presence in 
Israel. We are most closely aligned with the Reform 
movement in Israel—they work intensively for 
values and institutions entirely compatible with 

mailto:handlerstudio@gmail.com
http://rrc.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=e8dc2f2d9405f4a028431548a&id=1aec9fe223&e=a184cfc449
http://rrc.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=e8dc2f2d9405f4a028431548a&id=1aec9fe223&e=a184cfc449
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Library

(continued on next page)

Panel Discussion: God In An 
Expanding Universe
Sunday, April 19, 7:00 p.m.
Convened by Dr. Harold Gorvine. Reception to 
follow. Suggested donation: $10.00

Our well-loved panel discussion returns with 
another stellar cast of commentators set to explore 
questions beginning with our One Book and building 
on its varied themes. We’re so fortunate that 
longtime Mishkan and Library Committee member, 
and beloved teacher and scholar, Dr. Harold “Doc” 
Gorvine, has convened the panel and will moderate 
the discussion. Read Harold’s article, below, about 
the intellectually stimulating program which awaits 
us.

Arts Nite Delights: An Evening 
of Performances Celebrating 
One Book

Saturday, May 16, 7:30 p.m. Reception to 
follow. Suggested donation $10.00

Members and friends of Mishkan Shalom present 
a very special evening of music, poetry, theatrical 
performances and more. Once again, Makhelat 
Micha’el: Mishkan Community Choir, Karen Mishkov, 
Susan Windle, Eileen Levinson, Rabbi Shawn and 
surprise performers join us as we cap off our 10th 
year of reading and learning together.

Please visit our Library page at www.mishkan.org 
or write us at: library@mishkan.org. See you in the 
Library…or at the Library Cart!

God in an Expanding Universe: 
Panel Discussion April 19
by Harold Gorvine

Mishkan Shalom’s One Book this year is A Guide 
for the Perplexed, by Dara Horn. Maimonides, 
who wrote a book by the same title in the twelfth 
century, appears in the twenty-first century novel. 
Since Maimonides was trying to reconcile Torah 
and Aristotle, it seemed appropriate to ask a 
panel of religious seekers how they view God in 
the expanding universe of billions of galaxies that 
physicists and astronomers have discovered.

The Library Committee has invited three panelists:

• Rabbi Michael Yondorf is a long-time 
teacher at Akiba – now Jack M. Barrack – 
Hebrew Academy. Rabbi Yondorf grew up in a 
Conservative household and decided to live 
an Orthodox Jewish life.

• Joseph Dougherty, another long-time 
Akiba teacher, has a B.A. and an M.A. in 
physics and has taught both physics and 
astronomy. As a young man he studied in a 
Catholic seminary for one academic year. He 
is a religious Catholic.

• Rabbi Nancy Fuchs Kreimer, a Mishkan 
member, is Associate Professor of Religious 
Studies and Director of the Department 
of Multifaith Studies and Initiatives at the 
Reconstructionist Rabbinical College. She is 
our third esteemed panelist.

The panelists will focus on the following issues: What 
role does God play in their lives? Has their view of 
God’s role changed at all in response to our new 
knowledge of the universe, and if so, how? What 
does prayer mean to each of them? What does faith 
mean to each of them?

Here, in advance of the program, is a little food 
for thought about faith: Paul Tillich, one of the 
great Protestant religious thinkers of the twentieth 
century, defined faith as “the state of being ultimately 

Our Tenth Annual One 
Book Mishkan Program 
Series:

A Guide 
for the Perplexed,
by Dara Horn

by Sharon Rhode

http://www.mishkan.org
mailto:library@mishkan.org
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Library          

April, May…just two months away! It’s hard to believe, but 
summer’s right around the corner and, at Mishkan Shalom, 
that means our delightful annual retreat weekend will be 
here before we know it! An easy car ride out of the city 
and away from the work-a-day world, we’ll gather at Camp 
JRF in the cool, green 
Pocono Mountains to 
convene with nature and 
each other.

Wondering 
What to 
Expect? There’s 
So Much to 
Look Forward 
To!

 Arriving Friday in the 
late afternoon, we’ll 
welcome Shabbat in the 
open air, enjoy dinner 
together, sing around the 
campfire, schmooze over 
s’mores and more. The morning brings a schedule bursting 
with options: Shabbat study and services in the beautiful 
mountain air, crafts, sports, swimming and boating on the 
lake, preparing for and enjoying our great “No Talent” 
Show, topped-off by a rousing and moving Havdalah, all in 
the great covered, open-air theater.

One of the special treats of Retreat time is being with folks 
of all ages. This year’s new craft activity, hamsa decorating, 
offers fun for adults and kids together. Plus, in addition to 
making some for ourselves, we’ll make some to donate to 
families in our community who might need a little extra 
‘protection’ in the coming year.

Sunday offers more of whatever pleases you, including 

the annual walk to the waterfall. Sound like too much? 
No problem! How about doing nothing at all? You get to 
choose the mix of doing and not doing that’s right for you.

Registration 
Opens End of 
March…   Register 
by April 10!

Keep an eye out in our 
weekly e-letter, Ma Hadash 
– and around the building -- 
for full details and links to 
the registration form later 
this month. The retreat is 
open to Mishkan members 
and those who’d like to get 
to know Mishkan a little 
better…so, invite your 
friends! Plan to register, 
with deposit, by April 10, 
with final payment due May 

15, to be sure your space is reserved.

Once again, this great get-away is remarkably inexpensive: 
$140.00 adults; $70.00 kids. Private rooms in the lodge are 
also available for a little more. This covers two nights comfy 
accommodations (in heated cabins with lots of hot water!), 
six full meals (vegetarian & delish!), fresh fruit and healthy 
snacks and drinks always available, wonderful programs and 
activities with all supplies provided. Of course, spending 
time with, and getting to know, your fellow Mishkaners in 
the fresh mountain air…well, you know…that’s priceless.

Questions? Retreat Committee Co-Chairs Lisagail Zeitlin 
and Karen Singer would love to answer them, so be in 
touch at retreat@mishkan.org.

concerned; the dynamics of faith are the 
dynamics of man’s ultimate concern.” Louis 
Jacobs, a rabbi and professor of Talmud and 
theology, said, “Faith is synonymous with bittahon 
(trust).” 

(continued from previous  page)  

Watch for Registration for our AWESOME Weekend in the Woods
Plan to Join Us: May 29, 30 & 31

In addition to reflecting on one another’s 
presentations, the panelists will respond to questions 
from the audience. Please plan to join us for a lively 
intellectual and spiritual session at 7:00 p.m. on 
Sunday, April 19.

Weekend in the Woods  By Sharon Rhode

mailto:retreat@mishkan.org
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tasks please contact Lisa Mervis and Sharon Sigal 
at actsofcaring@mishkan.org or please phone Sharon 
at 610.574.1705 or 610.649.0274. We will reach out to 
the community and coordinate help with needs such as 
transportation to doctor appointments, meals, errands, 
as well as visits. 

Are you receiving Acts of Caring via email?
Acts of Caring now goes out to all Mishkan members. 
It is our communication central for sharing life cycle 
events and community needs for help.  If you are not 
receiving Acts of Caring, please check your spam, or if 
you have gmail, your solicitations folder (Acts of Caring 
is distributed by Constant Contact).  If you unsubscribe 
from Ma Hadash, intentionally or accidentally, you 
will also be unsubscribed from Acts of Caring.  Please 
contact the office for clarification. 

Got Nachas? Sharing your good news is a marvelous 
way to connect our community! Please don’t be shy - 
send all lifecycle events you would like to be posted to 
our email address: actsofcaring@mishkan.org. Please 
notify us if you want a name added to, or removed 
from, our “Ongoing love, support, and prayers of 
healing…” list.  

Acts of Caring /G’milut Hasadim
by Gene Bishop & Stephanie Shell

Condolences
We extend condolences to Margot Stein and 
Myriam Klotz on the death of their son Aryeh Stein 
Azen, age 24, who fought valiantly against recurring 
cancer, and to Janice Hamer, longtime member of 
Mishkan Shalom and Choir Director of the Mishkan 
Community Choir, on the death of her father, Joseph 
Hamer, age 97, after a long illness. We offer our 
comfort to Margot and Myriam, Aryeh’s brothers 
Samm and Raffi and their extended families, friends 
and communities, and to Jan and her beloved family. 
May all be comforted among all the mourners of 
Zion and all humanity, and may the memories of 
Aryeh and Joseph be for a blessing.

Love and Support
This month we send our ongoing love, support, 
and prayers for healing to Mishkan members   Jay 
Tarler, Bill Grey, Robin Berenholz , Bernice Bricklin, 
Jean Brody, Louis Schwartz, Wendy Caplin, Mark 
Goodman, Jane Hinkle, Sue Jacobs, Jay Kravitz , 
Denise Kulp, and Robin Leidner. We are keeping 
Judy Goldberg (mother of Elissa Goldberg), Stan 
Hochman (father of Anndee Hochman), Evelyn 
Bishop (mother of Gene Bishop), Eleazar Shimon 
Hakohen ben Shoshana v’Ahron Yosaif (father of 
Rabbi Shawn Zevit), Arnold Schein (father of Susan 
Schein), Sarah Bradley (mother of David Bradley), 
Debra Singer (sister of Karen Singer), Patrick 
Windle (brother of Susan Windle), Sal Berenholz 
(father of Robin Berenholz), Jackie Berman-Gorvine 
(daughter-in-law of Natalie & Harold Gorvine), Lorna 
Michaelson (mother-in-law of Joe Brenman), Eva 
Galson (mother of Wendy Galson and mother-in-
law of Susan Windle), and Julie Post (sister of Nancy 
Post), in our prayers as well. May they all experience 
a refuah sheleimah (full healing).

Acts of Caring lets the Mishkan Shalom community 
learn about significant events in the lives of our 
members. In this way, we can reach out to one 
another in times of grief, illness, and joy. To reach us 
simply email: actsofcaring@mishkan.org.

HINENI--HERE I AM
If you have life circumstances that would be helped 
by short-term support and/or help with concrete 

Hineni coordinators Sharon Sigal and 
Lisa Mervis (Acts of Caring Committee) are 
looking for a Mishkan member who would 
like to join them to coordinate Hineni.  
Hineni provides direct help to members in 
need, usually during periods of illness. We 
call members, help determine service needs 
such as meals, visits, or transportation - and 
then utilize a website for online sign-up.  
No meetings are required! We work with 
Acts of Caring colleagues Gene Bishop 
and Stephanie Shell to spread the word 
via the Acts of Caring email.  A member 
familiar with families in the religious school 
would be helpful.  This is very gratifying 
and important work for the community. 
The time commitment is small, but 
unpredictable (which is why another person 
would be helpful).  If you are interested, 
please email Lisa or Sharon at 
actsofcaring@mishkan.org.

mailto:ActsofCaring@Mishkan.org
mailto:actsofcaring@mishkan.org
mailto:actsofcaring@mishkan.org
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Phyllis Ginsberg-4/2-Nisan 13
 Mother of Thomas Ginsberg 

Ellis S. Liebman-4/2-Nisan 13
 Husband of Sue Ellen Liebman 

Chana Ronen Henkin-4/5-Nisan 16
 Mother of Doron Henkin 

Ethel Pohl Wertheim-4/5-Nisan 16
 Mother of Ellen Tichenor 

Sylvia Goldstein-4/6-Nisan 17
 Mother of Bea Leopold 

Edith Levin-4/7-Nisan 18
 Grandmother of Barrie Levin 

Hannah Osnowitz Waskow-4/7-Nisan 18
 Mother of Arthur Waskow

Regina Solomon-4/8-Nisan 19
 Grandmother of Jim Feldman 

Maishe Shure-4/11-Nisan 22
 Father of Jane Shure 

Florence Saul-4/13-Nissan 24
 Grandmother of Roberta Rossman

Sidney Myers-4/15-Nisan 26
 Father of Phyllis Myers 

Mary Towarnicky-4/16-Nisan 27
 Mother of Carol Towarnicky

Jean Jacobson-4/19-Nisan 30
 Grandmother of Steve Newman 

Nat Nisson-4/19-Nisan 30
 Uncle of Natalie Gorvine 

Bradd Levine-4/23-Iyar 4
 Partner of Bob Prischak

Norman Lazin-4/24-Iyar 5
 Father of Brenda Lazin 

Samuel Goldstein-4/25-Iyar 6
 Father of Bea Leopold

Reuben Wallach-4/26-Iyar 7
 Father of Lawrence Wallach

Ralph Halstuch-4/27-Iyar 8
 Father of Helene Halstuch

Eve Bober-Bakely-4/29-Iyar 10
   Daughter of Jeff Bakely & Gail Bober

Edgar Read-4/30-Iyar 11
 Father of Art Read 

Yahrzeits
We lovingly remember those who have passed, Zichronam L’vracha.
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Friday, April 3—Pesah Eve, 1st Seder

Saturday, April 4—8:45 a.m. Gratefulness 
Chanting; 10:00 a.m. Passover Service, with Rabbis 
Shawn and Yael; A Way In Service

Friday, April 10—7:30 p.m. Musical Kabbalat 
Shabbat Service, with Rabbi Shawn

Saturday, April 11—8:45 a.m. Gratefulness 
Chanting; 9:00 a.m. Spiritual Direction Circle, 
with Rabbi Shawn, Andrea Madden and Meredith 
Barber; Tot Shabbat, with Rivka Jarosh;  10:00 a.m. 
Shabbat Service and Yiskor, with Rabbi Shawn

T’filot

Saturday, April 18—Shemini—8:45 a.m. 
Gratefulness Chanting; 10:00 a.m. A Way In 
Service, with Rabbi Yael; Celebrations!

Monday, April 20—7:00 p.m. Rosh Hodesh 
Iyar celebration

Friday, April 24—7:30 p.m. Kabbalat Shabbat 
Service, with Rabbi Shawn

Saturday, April 25—Tazria-Metzora—8:45 
a.m. Gratefulness Chanting; 10:00 a.m. Harvest 
Shabbat Service: Culmination of Aging Well Class, 
with Rabbi Shawn

Please join us for Torah study every Saturday from 9:00 a.m. to 9:55 a.m.


